The physics program of the CBM experiment
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The Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM) experiment aims at exploring the QCD phase diagram
at large baryon densities in the beam kinetic energy range from 2 A GeV to 11(40) A GeV (cor√
responding to center-of-mass energies of 2.7 < sNN < 4.9(8.9) GeV) at the SIS-100 (SIS-300)
accelerator of FAIR/GSI. The CBM detector is designed to measure in a triggerless readout mode
both bulk observables with large acceptance and rare diagnostic probes such as charmed particles and vector mesons decaying into lepton pairs with an unprecedented interaction rate of up
to 10 MHz. This contribution describes the concept of the experiment and its overall physics
program and highlights observables that are sensitive to the phase structure like multi-strange
hyperons.
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1. Motivation

Figure 1: Possible phases and transitions of strongly interacting matter currently under theoretical and experimental investigation. At low temperature T and low baryon chemical potential µB quarks and antiquarks
exist in confined and chirally asymmetric hadronic states. By increasing unilaterally the temperature at low
µB a cross-over to a deconfined and chirally symmetric phase of free quarks and gluons is expected [4].
At intermediate baryon chemical potential the hadronic phase is supposed to be separated from quarkyonic
matter by a first-order phase transition which corresponds to the restoration of chiral symmetry while preserving confinement [5]. The critical endpoint towards low T of this transition, in particular, is subject to
present-day and future experimental nuclear research. Out of scope for research activities in the laboratory,
at least according to the current state of knowledge, is the anticipated onset of color superconductivity at low
T and high µB [6]. Figure adapted from [3].

Depending on collision parameters different regions of the QCD phase diagram can be explored.
When in the ALICE experiment [7] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN lead nuclei
1
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Studying the strong forces between the constituents of nuclear matter—quarks, antiquarks, and
gluons—under standard conditions for temperature and pressure e.g. by gamma-ray spectroscopy
of radionuclides is restricted to the interaction of composite objects, protons and neutrons, which
are three-quark bound states that behave like a liquid and serve as building blocks for all elements
in the universe. In fact, approaching experimentally only hadronic states of strongly interacting
matter would block the view of the actual variety of quark and gluon interactions that quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) allows for depending—in a thermodynamic picture—on the temperature
and the density of the system under study. In astrophysical objects like neutron stars [1] resulting
from the core collapse of a Type II supernova nuclear matter is constrained by density conditions
which significantly differ from those on the Earth’s surface. On the high temperature side, looking
back in time to beyond Big Bang baryogenesis [2] a plasma of free quarks and gluons is assumed
to have existed for a few milliseconds. Such extreme states of nuclear matter are accessible by
theory only for vanishing baryon densities/baryon chemical potentials µB [3]. For larger densities,
input from experimental findings is required to extrapolate from the point where first-principle
QCD calculations are not applicable anymore. By means of colliding two heavy ions at (ultra)relativistic energies the hadronic phase (cf. Fig. 1) of strongly interacting matter can be overcome
for a fraction of a second (∼ 10−22 s) before the system hadronizes again.
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Figure 2: Comparison of available interaction rates at different heavy-ion experiments as a function of
√
collision energy sNN . Experiments with invariant interaction rates (HADES, BM@N II, CBM SIS100,
STAR FXT, and NA61/SHINE) are designed to operate with a fixed target, NICA/MPD and STAR BES II
work in collider mode. Figure taken from [11].

The demand for high statistics arises from the sensitivity of rare reaction probes to critical phenomena and the role of additional partonic degrees of freedom in the vicinity of a phase transition
during the fireball evolution. Section 2 introduces the most relevant of these probes whose accurate detection determines the entire design of the CBM apparatus. The subsystems of CBM, their
dedicated purposes, and the novel free-streaming readout paradigm of the experiment which is a
prerequisite to measure at such unprecedented interaction rates are sketched in Sec. 3. A brief
2
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√
are collided at center-of-mass energies of sNN = 2.76 TeV the evolution of the collision system
passes through the cross-over between the hadronic and the quark-gluon phase at high T and low
µB . A similar scenario is studied by the STAR experiment [8] at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory where energies of up to 200 GeV are obtained in
gold-on-gold collisions. If the critical endpoint which is predicted at non-vanishing µB and the firstorder phase transition between hadronic and quarkyonic matter (cf. Fig. 1) are accessible at these
ultra-relativistic collision energies, yet needs to be proven. The heavy-ion program at the future
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) [9], in contrast, is especially designed for tracking
down the possible impact of phase-boundary effects on the collision fireball evolution in the aforementioned region of intermediate to high baryon chemical potentials. Gold-on-gold collisions in
√
the energy range of sNN = 2.7 − 4.9 GeV available at the SIS-100 accelerator—possibly extended
to 8.9 GeV with a SIS-300 upgrade—will be recorded by the Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM)
experiment [10]. The operation of the CBM spectrometer with SIS-100 heavy-ion beams is absolutely unique considering the design beam-target interaction rate of 10 MHz throughout the entire
energy range covered (cf. Fig. 2). Any other experiment capable of running at SIS-100 energies
would require at least a factor of 100 more beam-on-target time than CBM to accumulate the same
amount of statistics for an observable under study.
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outlook summarizing the major activities of the collaboration before CBM goes into operation in
2024 concludes this contribution in Sec. 4.

2. Multi-strange rare probes at SIS-100 energies

Due to the relatively small bare mass of strange quarks (ms ∼ 100 MeV/c2 ) compared to the nextin-weight charm quarks (mc ∼ 1.29 GeV/c2 ) strange mesons and baryons are kinetically produced
√
already at low sNN . In this energy range which is covered by the SIS-100 accelerator, a particularly dense collision zone is expected to be formed. As nucleons which participate in a heavy-ion
reaction do not carry any strangeness, the s and s̄ quarks observed in reaction products must be
created during the collision. Thus, strange mesons and baryons can serve as probes for the conditions in the dense fireball. The properties of the nuclear medium and the hadronic and partonic
influences therein actually impact strangeness production to a significant extent. Data from the
HADES experiment on sub-threshold production of Ξ− (dss) baryons in Ar + KCl collisions at
√
SIS-18 energies ( sNN = 2.61 GeV) [12] show a yield per event which is enhanced by a factor
of about 20 compared to the expectation from a statistical model fit to all particle yields. This
finding indicates different chemical freeze-out conditions for strange hyperons at sub-threshold energies as compared to bulk hadrons. While theoretical progress has been made in attributing the
kink-shaped enhancement of the K + /π + yield ratio measured by the NA49 collaboration [13] to a
partial restoration of chiral symmetry in the collision zone (cf. Fig. 3) similar conclusions cannot
be drawn from a beam-energy scan of Ξ− yields due to a lack of data in the SIS-100 energy range.
Considering the (sub-threshold) production of Ω (sss) and anti-Ω (s̄s̄s̄) baryons no statistically rele√
vant experimental data on production yields exist at all below sNN = 8.9 GeV [17]. A systematic
high-precision Ω measurement would shed more light on the impact of deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration (CSR) during the fireball evolution on strangeness production. PHSD
transport model calculations of Ω̄+ and Ω− multiplicities (cf. Fig. 4) indeed suggest a strong Ω̄+
enhancement in particular at SIS-100 energies if partonic degrees of freedom are included.
A rough estimate—based on the PHSD results—of Ω production yields per day of continuous
CBM operation at 4.7 GeV center-of-mass energy gives accumulated 3.7 × 106 Ω̄+ and 1.1 × 107
Ω− baryons within 24 hours of data taking. Here, a sustained (integrating over accelerator duty
cycles) beam-target interaction rate of 10 MHz, a conversion factor of 0.1 from the simulated central
collisions to minimum bias cross section, and detection efficiencies (acceptance and reconstruction)
of 2.3 % for Ω̄+ and 4.3 % for Ω− are assumed according to recent CBM physics simulations [19].
These numbers allow for pioneering systematic studies of multi-strange baryons and can be used
to constrain transport model predictions of strangeness enhancement to the level that an impact of
3
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The physics program [11] of the CBM experiment in the SIS-100 energy range comprises both
bulk observables and rare probes. Among the former are the collective flow of hadrons and particle
correlations like event-by-event fluctuations of conserved quantities. The latter are dilepton pairs
(e+ e− and µ + µ − ), particles carrying charm especially when running close to or below the kinetic
production threshold, either openly (D mesons) or hiddenly (J/ψ mesons), and multi-strange hyperons, both individually and bound e.g. in hypernuclei.
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Figure 4: Beam energy dependence of Ω̄+ (left plot) and Ω− (right plot) baryon multiplicities (yield per
event) as computed with the (P)HSD 3.0 code. Partonic degrees of freedom in the transport model lead to a
significant excess yield for Ω̄+ baryons, notably in the green shaded SIS-100 energy range. The right-hand
ordinates give an estimate of the production yield expected at sustained 10 MHz gold-on-gold interaction
rates with minimum collision centrality bias in the CBM experiment. Multiplicities taken from [18].

phases other than the hadronic one on production yields can either be quantitatively confirmed or
excluded.

3. The CBM experiment
Recording primary and secondary reaction products of up to 107 heavy-ion collisions per second
necessitates—apart from fast responding and radiation hard detectors—a data acquisition strategy
that is not restricted by any trigger and readout latency on the order of (at least) several µs as
introduced by a typical centrally controlled trigger hierarchy. All front-end electronics in CBM
4
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Figure 3: Impact of chiral symmetry restoration (CSR) on the descriptive power of the PHSD transport
√
model [14, 15] regarding the measured excess in the K + /π + yield ratio at sNN < 10 GeV (left plot). The
effect of activating CSR in the model on the Ξ− yield (right plot) cannot be constrained quantitatively due to
the unavailability of data in the SIS-100 energy range. The red and green curve differ in the applied nuclear
compression modulus resulting in a “stiff” nuclear equation of state (EOS) in the former and a “soft” EOS
in the latter case. Figures taken from [16].
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During the (largely completed) R&D phase of the different detector subsystems (cf. Fig. 5) high
diligence was devoted to the compliance of all components with the DAQ paradigm. The cart horse

Figure 5: Virtual view into the CBM cave depicting the detached tandem setup of the HADES and CBM
spectrometers. Focusing on CBM from left to right following the beam direction, the setup starts with a
superconducting dipole magnet which is positioned on the concrete block in the figure center. Its gap houses
a vacuum vessel containing the target and a micro-vertex detector (MVD) behind which a silicon tracking
system (STS) is located. The next subsystem in line is a ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector which
can—depending on the physics observable under study—be replaced by muon chambers (MuCh). Further
towards the beam dump, a transition radiation detector (TRD) is followed by a time-of-flight (TOF) wall, an
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a projectile spectator detector (PSD).

of (online) particle identification (PID) in CBM is its Silicon Tracking System (STS) [22] which resides in a magnetic dipole field with a bending power of 1 Tm [23] allowing for momenta of charged
particle tracks to be determined with ∆p/p < 1 %. From the geometrical track information of hyperon daughter particles (e.g. Ω̄+ → Λ̄K + or Ω− → ΛK − with subsequent Λ̄ → p− π + or Λ → pπ −
decays) the decay vertex of the mother particle can be determined in the STS without identifying
the individual daughter particle species. For event selection algorithms running online, this is a very
beneficial scenario as combining data from different subsystems results in additional computational
5
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therefore digitize and timestamp the analog detector response and transmit digital messages without an explicit trigger request, i.e. in a self-triggered manner, towards a high-performance computing farm [20]. On and across dedicated compute nodes, event reconstruction and selection
software processes a continuous stream of incoming data which are sorted by time and source,
i.e. subsystem, but yet need to be partitioned into physical events with sophisticated and efficient
algorithms [21]. In fact, the decay topology of rare probes measured by CBM does not create a
distinctive response signature in the detector that could be utilized for low-level hardware triggering. These two key aspects—the need to accumulate sufficient statistics for rare-probe studies and
the necessity of a high-level software trigger to spot interesting event candidates—are constitutive
of the free-streaming readout paradigm of CBM.
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costs. It might, however, be necessary to reduce the combinatorial background of invariant-mass
spectra if the signal-over-background ratio otherwise became critical (as for Ω̄+ baryons and for
double-Λ hypernuclei). In this case, the PID backbone of CBM—its large-area Time-of-Flight
(TOF) wall composed of multi-gap resistive plate chambers (MRPC) [24]—provides full particle
identification by supplementing the track momentum measured by the STS with velocity information. The TOF subsystem is designed to determine the time of flight of bulk hadrons, i.e. pions,
kaons, protons, and their respective antiparticles, with a precision of 80 ps.

4. Outlook
The CBM experiment being designed for taking data at the SIS-100 synchrotron of the FAIR facility is expected to take first data in 2024. With the R&D phase of detector development almost
finished and in order to prepare for a short commissioning time the CBM project enters into a
phase where subsystems are used for contributions to the physics program in existing experiments
or where CBM system aspects are being addressed (FAIR phase 0). The former comprises installing the MAPMT photosensors of the CBM RICH detector as readout elements of the HADES
RICH, installing CBM-TOF MRPC counter modules as endcap TOF detection system in the STAR
experiment at RHIC [31], and using the PSD and STS detectors at the BM@N experiment in JINR.
The latter is the main focus of the "mini"-CBM (mCBM) experiment [32] that is currently being
constructed in the experimental hall of the SIS-18 accelerator at GSI/FAIR. Here, a slice of CBM
with all detector components, i.e. MVD, STS, MUCH, RICH, TRD, TOF, ECAL, and PSD, will
be installed to demonstrate the capability to run at an interaction rate of 10 MHz of Au + Au reactions. The data will be transferred by CBM data acquisition components into the Green IT Cube of
GSI/FAIR where dedicated algorithms will inspect the incoming data stream for the reconstruction
of Λ-hyperons that are produced in the SIS-18 energy range close to or below their production
threshold in elementary nucleon-nucleon collisions. The mCBM experiment will start taking data
in 2018.
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As decay vertices of D mesons (cτ = 311.8 µm for D+/− at γ = 1 in the laboratory) carrying
open charm are located much closer to the collision vertex than the decay vertices of hyperons
(cτ = 7.89 cm for Λ, cτ = 2.46 cm for Ω) additional tracking layers in front of the STS in close
vicinity to the target form the Micro-Vertex Detector (MVD) [25] dedicated to open-charm studies.
Particle identification in the dilepton program of CBM is primarily carried out by the Ring-Imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detector [26] and—complementarily—the Muon Chambers (MuCh) [27], supported by the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) [28] and the Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(ECAL) [29]. Collision centrality and reaction plane determination is done by the Projectile Spectator Detector (PSD) [30].
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